
Repetition

A lot of architectures utilize repetition to 
show uniformity and standarization. There's 
nothing surprising when looking at repeated 
patterns so it creates a sense of comfort and 
is easy on viewer's eyes.

Element: form, color



Rhythm

The subjects in this piece create a slightly intense 
rhythm by placing larger subjects at the bottom of the 
piece then gradually spread out as view's eyes move 
towards the top. The saturated background and 
condensed lines evokes the feeling of power and action.

Element: line, color



Movement

This painting captures the movements through 
postures(leaning, arms in mid-air) and the diagonal 
placement of the two subjects suggests that they 
are interacting and could be in the process of 
moving to a new position.

Element: value, texture



Balance

This illustration demontrates a sense of balance. 
Lines and intersections are uniform and equal.

Element: line, shape



Proportion/Scale

The main subject in this illustration is enlarged to 
give it more emphasis than other elements in the 
foreground. The unusual proportion also makes 
the piece more interesting to look at and promote 
different interpretation of the meaning/intention.

Element: size, space



Negative Space

This piece utilized irregular shapes to fill up the negative 
space and bring viewer's focus to the eyeballs and hair. 
The effective use of color blocks and emphasis on facial 
features allow the view to see different faces even 
though they are abstract.

Element: shape, space, line



Contrast

The shape in the center of this piece has a strong 
contrast against the background due to its color 
and position. When viewer glance over the image, 
they would immediately notice the blue because 
it provide a visual focus.

Element: shape, color



Emphasis

Keys are emphasized in this image with a pop of color 
and the use of icons. Viewers would notice the blue 
spots first because the image is mostly pink, also icons 
on the blue keys are visually heavier due to fill-in 
areas/irregular shapes.

Element: color, space



Variety

This pattern is a good representation of variety because 
it includes various shapes and displays them in different 
direction or color. The variety of shapes and colors help 
balance out the pattern to look evenly distributed 
and less repetitive.

Element: shape, color



Unity/Harmony

This illustration uses similarity and a symmetrical 
composition to foster a sense of harmony.

Element: texture, color, shape



Hierarchy

This poster uses hierarchy to direct viewer's 
eyes through different texts. The effective use 
of font size variation and capitalization help 
viewer prioritize different information on the 
page.

Element: shape, size


